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AREA 11 CASE STUDY OF RADIONUCLIDE MOVEMENT BY STORM
- CHANNEL EROSION: A BASELINE METHOD AND INITIAL EVALUATION

J. H. Shinn, F. J. Gouveia, S. E. Patton, and C. O. Fry
" Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California

I. INTRODUCTION

At the Nevada Test Site (NTS), where radionuclide contamination is found inb

surface soils, there is the potential for water erosion to move radionuclides beyond
the boundaries of controlled areas and into channels cut by infrequent storms. This
loss of control and the increased risk of further movement are issues which require
the development of a method for the quantitative monitoring of contamination and
calculation of the radionuclide-movement rate.

The down-slope movement ot!radionuclides on a surface soil may be so slow
as to appear imperceptible, but under the influence of large rainstorms the soil itself
moves toward small "washes" and larger water channels. These "storm channels" are
the zones of convergence of surface-soil erosion and hence represent the first
detectable locations of radionuclide movement by the erosion process. In the arid

. environment of the NTS, years may pass before a substantial storm causes
movement. The stochastic nature of annual rainfall patterns, balance of infiltration-
runoff, and size of the upstream wa'tershed are substantial factors that may
contribute to the unpredictable nature of the radionuclide movement.

The perception of radionuclide movement by one "prospecting" with a
gamma-ray detector in a storm channel is not sufficient quantification to draw
adequate conclusions about the amount and rate of movement. In our past studies at
the NTS, we have observed that once the contaminated soil converges into a channel
and periodically becomes suspended-sediment, it displays patterns of deposition
which demand careful analysis to quantify.

In this report we develop a method which is used to measure the amount and
rate of movement of americium-241 (241Am) in a storm channel, and which offers

special features for establishment of baseline concentrations. This method was
applied to the standing problem of the erosion of the plutonium contaminated
"ground zero" area of site "11D" in Area 11 of NTS. By establishing 241Am

" concentrations in the storm channel, the concentrations of 239+240pu can also be

calculated using a previously determined 239+240pu/241Am ratio from soil samples
collected in Area 11. The method utilizes systematic field surveys with a field
instrument for detection of low-energy radiation (FIDLER), and provides a

• computational method, when validated, could become a standard procedure for
monitoring radionuclide movement in the washes and storm channels throughout
the NTS.



II. PRINCIPLE OF METHOD

The determination of the rate of change of radionuclide concentrations in a
storm channel is based on the principle of conservation of mass, which allows a

" relationship to be developed between time changes in the downstream gradient of
the radioactivity and the rate of deposition in the channel. In the process, the total
amount of radionuclide present in the channel may also be estimated.

The "velocity" V (m/yr) of the radionuclide movement is not a true local
transport velocity, but is the result of many small and large storm events (perhaps
never observed) over the long term of years of erosion. During the course of long-
term sediment transport, a flux deposition, Q (Ci/m 2 year), in a layer h containing
the sediment, is related to the difference in concentration, C (Ci/m3), between
adjacent cross-sections of the wash. Let dx be an element of the downstream

distance, dy be an element in the cross-stream section, so that a mass balance may be
written as follows:

Qdxdy= VhdyC.

Here C = (C 1 - C2), where C1 is an upstream cross-section concentration and C 2 is a
. downstream c_'ess-section concentration. This is not a model of the physical process

causing deposition, but rather is a diagnostic tool for determining the resultant
downstream distribution of radionuclides. The application of this principle is to

• determine, from successive downstream cross-sections, a baseline gradient of
radionuclide concentrations. This "baseline" then can be subtracted from the next

downstream gradient of radionuclide concentrations measured at a later time in
order to calculate a velocity (V).

To do this rigorously, we must take into consideration the cross-stream
variation of concentration (C) and to account for any artifact in cross-stream
concentration due to the original contaminating event. Let us define a net deposition
q (Ci/m 2) which can be measured at any point along the cross-stream transect at any
fixed time:

, q=hC.

Over the entire area of study there will be a component of radionuclide
" deposition due to the original contaminating event. We want to remove its influence

on the measurement of the movement of radionuclides down the storm channel by

defining an original deposition, qo, for each transect. For every measurement, q,
along the cross-stream transect, we will therefore measure an "excess deposition"

" defined as q - qo, and will integrate across the wash at some downstream position, x:
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. I(x) = J (q-qo)dy (units: Ci/m).

The integration I(x) will be a negative value when the amount of radionuclides in the
- wash is less than that on the banks. In this case, the low concentrations may be due

to a "scouring" of the wash.

The desired rigor in the characteristic downstream gradient will be obtained
by many successive downstream estimates of I(x) followed by an integration of the

• estimate._ from some reference point (such as the boundary of the controlled area) to
an infinite distance downstream:

S = -_I(x)dx (units: Ci).
0

Hence, S is the total deposition in the channel downstream from the reference point
due to the sum of all storms, minus the component of deposition due to the original
contaminating event. The characteristic distance of the transport, L, is given by S
divided by the value of I(x) at the reference point, I(0):

- L = S / I(0) (units: m).

For example, if the function I(x) is exponential and decreases to a value 1/e at
distance L, then the integral S = L I(0). The change in the characteristic baseline
integral over time t can be used to calculate the velocity V, and in the case of the first
baseline, it can be assumed that there was no initial excess deposition in the storm
channel:

V = L / t (units: m/y).

We will use the FIDLER to measure the approximate value of q across the
wash because we expect it to measure q directly without some special knowledge of
h, although this approximation requires some justification. Furthermore, the
FIDLER can be held at a short distance above the soil to measure q with a narrow

, field of view so that detail can be preserved in l(x).

The FIDLER field of view and the approximate calibration are subjects ofi

consideration. Although the function describing the FIDLER response field of view
(FOV) is known exactly, as a rule of thumb using H as the detector height, the FOV
measured from a point directly below is 50% at a distance 1.2H, 80% at a distance
2.5H, and 90% at a distance 4H. The standard height used at NTS is 1 ft (0.30 m), so
we recommend that q be measured at distances separated every 2.5 ft (0.75 m) across
a wash to have a 80% response and at the same time maximize the detail obtained by

. using a small spacing.



The FIDLEJ_ calibration relating net counts-per-minute (cpm) to the net
deposition, q, will depend in part, on the vertical variation of radionuclides in the
soil. In the case of radionuclides deposited by infrequently-suspended sediments,
there is no practical method of knowing the vertical distribution, which could vary

" greatly across the channel. This is not a major limitation, however, to the FIDLER
application if the following arguments are accepted. First, a mean value for the
calibration will be acceptable because as the FIDLER is moved across many points
along a cross-section and at many such cross-sections, there should be no systematic
bias in any direction. This means that characteristic gradients so measured will not
have any bias, and that the length L and velocity V estimates will also be unbiased.
In other words, any calibration bias cancels with the ratio I(x) / I(O). Second, if we

" are willing to accept a factor of two error of estimation in the total deposition S, we
can find an approximate mean calibration value from the known FIDLER response.
That is, if the vertical distribution of radionuclides in the wash sediments is either an

exponential distribution with relaxation depth anywhere between 0.1 and 5 cm, or is
a uniform distribution with depth anywhere between 2 and 7.5 cm, then it can be
shown by the known FIDLER response that a mean calibration for a relaxation depth
of 1.43 cm will cause less than a factor of two in error of estimation of total

deposition S. This error is acceptable if we take precautions with the value so
estimated; _or example, it is only to decide whether an alarming amount of

- radionuclide _e.s moved.

On the other hand, the baseline L established by integration has no such
limitation, and should disclose movement in subsequent surveys. Since I(x) / I(O)
determined by the FIDLER has no strong dependency upon calibration, the value of
L, which represents the characteristic distance of radionuclide movement
downstream, can be obtained at any time in the future to determine if there has been
change. The integral value of L is much more robust than other alternatives, such as
determining the location of some particular limiting value of the deposition q or the
concentration C.

III. METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

A FIDLER was used for the field measurement of 241Am in the soils and

. wash of site 11D. Specific procedures were used for the set-up and calibration of the
FIDLER, taking of field measurements, and data analysis. These procedures were
prepared as part of the DOE/Nevada Field Office (NV) Basic Environmental

• Compliance and Monitoring Program (BECAMP) Quality-Assurance Program. The
procedures were the "BECAMP Quality Assurance Detailed Procedure for FIDLER
Set-up and Calibration" (BECAMP-DP-401,R0), "BECAMP Quality Assurance
Detailed Procedure for In Situ Measurements" (BECAMP-DP-402,R0), and "BECAMP

" Qyality Assurance Detailed Procedure for FILDER Data Analysis" (BECAMP-DP-
403,R0). Copies of these procedures can be found in Appendix C.
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A Bicron FIDLER probe and Eberline ESP-2 Smart Portable survey_ instrument
- were set-up and calibrated for the detection of 60 keV gamma rays from 241Am.

This procedure (BECAMP-DP-401,R0) involved setting the ESP-2 analyzer high
voltage and gain, determining a 50% window for the threshold voltage, and

" determining the FIDLER operating voltage. After set-up and calibration, the
counting efficiency of the FIDLER was determined. The counting efficiency
represents the number of photopeak counts recorded by the FIDLER per photon per
cm2 of detector face cross-section, when an 241Am point source is placed at a known
height under the detector.

In the field, procedures for measuring 241 Am activity involved placing the
- FIDLER on a tripod stand, which situated the face of the detector one foot (30 cm)

above the ground, and taking one-minute counts (BECAMP-DP-402,R0). The counts
were recorded both in a field notebook and in the memory of the ESP-2 analyzer.
The general background 241Am activity for Area 11 was determined by taking two
one-minute counts at a specific point outside the main gate to Area 11, at a site
representative of the geographic condition of the area. These measurements were
used for a field check of the FIDLER efficiency several times during the period of
field measurements. At site 11D, one-minute counts of 241Am activity were taken at
points along the presurveyed transects that crossed the 11D wash. After
measurements were made, the data in the ESP-2 analyzer was electronically
transferred to a computer database. The database was then verified by comparison
with the entries in the field notebook before analysis of the data was begun.

From the calibration of the FIDLER, in situ measurements of 241Am activity
can be quantified (BECAMP-DP-403,R0). A computer program provides factors
based on the HDLER counting efficiency and angular response measurements, when
multiplied by FIDLER in situ measurements, will give soil radionuclide
concentrations.

Measurements of 241Am activity were made with a FIDLER at points along
thirteen transects established across two small washes which converge into a single
storm channel southeast of the permanent fence around site 11D in Area 11 of the
NTS (Figure 1). Measurements were made at 2.5-ft (0.76 m) intervals along each

. transect. These transects were not perfectly orthogonal to the main direction of the
channel, but were chosen to coincide with a grid previously established by the
DOE/NV Nevada Applied Ecology Group (NAEG). Nine transects of the wash-

' complex are on NAEG 25-foot grid lines (7.6 m) numbered 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35,
36, and 38. Those nine transects were made in the block between north-south rows
lettered B to N. Three additional transects were located outside that block and were

marked by positions lettered T, U, and V. Benchmark NTS coordinates for four
- points in the block and points T, U, and V are given in Table 1. The twelve transects

of the washes and stream channel were made very nearly along the direction of
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Figure 1. Location of twelve transects south of the ground zero, at site D in Area 11
• of the Nevada Test Site, where measurements were made for determination of

241Am concentrations in the storm channel. The four points on the figure marked
with an "X" represent the locations of NTS grid coordinates referenced in Table 1.



209-degrees downstream from the ground zero, at positions between 250 ft (76 m) at
transect 29 and 865 ft (263 m) at transect V from the ground zero. Transect 29 is
adjacent to the perimeter fence and was the location of the benchmark reference
integral I(0). Thus, we were able to make estimates of 241Am transport "outside" the

" fence. Not shown on Figure 1 is the location of a thirteenth transect which was made
across the storm channel over 2000 m from the ground zero. The transect was
established 10 m west of the Area 11 access road. No NTS grid coordinates are
available. This transect, labeled transect Z, was established as a reference baseline

measurement of 241Am activity for monitoring radionculide movment near the of
radionuclides from Area 11.

" Table 1. Benchmark NTS Coordinates, Site 11D.

NAEG Reference NTS Point Coordinates

E20 N809325, E707800
M20 N809325, E708000
E30 N809075, E707800

M30 N809075, E708000
T N808825, E707760

• U N808775, E707740
V N808565, E707629

m

A classification system was used at each 2.5-foot (0.76 m) grid point to
represent the condition of the surface. This classification was the standard system
for all HDLER surveys conducted by the DOE/NV BECAMP program, except we
added one additional classification (No. 7), where it was observed that the storm

channel had on occasion "overflowed" its banks, presumably then transporting
radionuclides and depositing on top of the desert pavement. The classification
system is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Soil surface classification codes.

Code Description

1 Desert Pavement
2 Blow-sand Mound
3 Between Bushes
4 Sand and Gravel
5 Wash Area

• 6 Rodent Burrows
7 Wash Overflow Area



A set of criteria was used in selecting HDLER measurements as activity due
• to original deposition from the event (qo). First, the points of the transect where

measurements were made had to be out of the storm channel and not affected by
storm events, i.e. overflow areas or areas scoured by runoff. These points would
correspond to a soil surface classification of 1, 2, 3, or 4 (see Table 2). Second, on
inspection of the data, the lower values for these points were used even if they were
not the lowest values along the transect. Third, for each transect a minimum of two
values were used in determining qo, with no maximum to the number of values that
could be used.

IV. RESULTS OF A CASE STUDY

Measurements of the 241Am deposition in a storm channel downstream of the
ground zero at site 11D (Area 11, Nevada Test Site) were made on November 19, 20,
and 21, December 12, and December 18, 1991. The FIDLER was used to measure

241Am activity in the washes and the efficiency of the FIDLER, checked in the field
with a certified calibration source, had a mean of 79% with a standard deviation
(S.D.) of 1.9%. The field measurements showed that the majority of the
radionuclide deposition was found adjacent to either stream bank. In the center of
the stream channel, a "clean" area scoured by the erosional transport during storm

- runoff was likely to be found. The overflow areas of the stream channel often
showed elevated deposition compared to the local background on the desert
pavement. The measurements made with the FIDLER (in counts-per-minute) versus
cross-section position in the transect, for each transect, are presented in Appendix A,
Figures A1 through A13. In the figures, numbers printed on the plots show the
Table 2 soil surface classifications at each sampling point along the transect and the
circled soil surface classifications on the plots were the points used in establishing
qo. A listing of the FIDLER in situ measurements can be found in Appendix B.

For each transect, the y-integral value I(x) was computed from the area under
the curve using the Simpson's rule method, first subtracting off the estimated
background (qo). The integral values are given in Table 3 for each transect along
with the approximate distance of the transect downstream from the ground zero at
site 11D. The units of l(x) are given in counts-per-minute per meter (cpm-m) as
computed directly from the raw data. To convert these data to the approximate

integrated deposition (_Ci/m), we divided by the average FIDLER calibration factor.
The calibration factor, based on the set-up and calibration of the FIDLER, was

• determined have a value of 2120 cpm per I_Ci/m 2 for 241Am. For example, at the

transect near the fence (transect 29), l(x) had a value of 1.07 × 106 cpm-m which is
equivalent to 505 I_Ci/m.



Table 3. Cross-section Integrals I(x) of 241aan Concentrations
" at Downstream Distances from the Ground Zero at Site 11D.

Transect Distance l(x) I(x)

(m) (103 cpm-m) (_Ci/m)

29 79 1150 544
30 88 891 420
31 97 1110 524
32 106 293 138
33 115 222 105

" 34 124 284 134
35 133 284 134
36 141 181 86
38 159 137 64
T 175 39 19
U 191 57 27
V 264 49 23
Z 2000+ 1.6 0.8

The downstream variation of I(x) was approximately exponential for
distances from the fence perimeter (transect 29) to about 190 m downstream (transect
U), as shown in Figure 2. Transects V and A are were considered to far down the
stream to be considered in the analysis. The characteristic transport distance, L, was
then determined by least-squares analysis of the first 11 transects from the fence
(transect 29). This analysis gave an estimate of L of 34 m with a standard error of
3.5 m. The intercept I(0) was estimated to be 505 I_Ci/m in this analysis. The
elapsed time since the original contaminating events until these measurements (t) is
31 y + 3 y because the events took place over an extended time. Thus, the estimated
effective transport velocity, V, is about 1 m/y.

The estimated integrated deposition in the storm channel uses I(0) of
505 _Ci/m, estimated above, to calculate S = L I(0) for 241Am in the storm channel.

• For a L of 34 m and I(0) of 505 _Ci/m, S = 17.4 × 103 _Ci. Since the ratio of
239+240Pu/241Am in Area 11 is about 6, the amount of 239+240pu was estimated to

• be approximately 104 x 103 _Ci. These estimated values for 241Am and 239+240Pu
are a very small fraction of the total inventory (less than 1/10,000) within the site
11D fence. But these values are uncertain by a factor of two as previously, discussed
in section II, Principle of Method. Hence, we found that the amount of 2;41Am in the
wash was between 8.4 and 35 mCi. Similarly, the S-value of 239+240pu would range
between 50 and 210 mCi.
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Fibre2. Plotofthearo_sectionint_rau1¢x>of241Ama_ivi_atdownstreamdistancesfrom_e _o.n.dzeroat
site 11D in Area 11 of the Nevada Test Site. The value of z is taken to be zero at the fence perimeter Vo m;.



Where possible, we compared our results to quality-control data within our
- own study, and to other surveys conducted in Area 11. For 25 duplicate

measurements made with the FIDLER, the mean relative difference was 5.8% with a
standard deviation of 6.7%, which assures us that our field survey was at least

" internally consistent. In addition, we measured 241Am at a number of grid point
locations which were in common with another survey previously conducted by the
DOE/NV Radionuclide Inventory and Distribution Program (RIDP) in Area 11,
outside the zone of the wash. Comparison of our data with ranges published by
RIDP shows that a high % of our measurements are within a factor of two (Table 4).

Table 4. Comparison of FIDLER 241Am Measurements to
241Am Ranges Measured by RIDP for the Same Locations.

RIDP RIDP Soil RIDP In Situ Case Study
Stake Conc. Min. Max. Survey

(_Ci/m 2) (_Ci/m 2) (_Ci/m 2)

90 6.0 3.0 5.0 5.0
95 4.6 5.0 6.0 4.0
97 9.7 9.7 10.7 7.2

V. CONCLUSIONS
w

A relatively simple method has been demonstrated for monitoring the
radionuclide movement by storm channel erosion. The method utilizes a robust
integral _echnique to establish the characteristic distance of sediment transport by
storms, and an approximate estimate of the total deposition of radionuclides in the
sediment.

A case study of the wash at site 11D, Area 11, Nevada Test Site, showed that
after about 31 years the transport distance was about 32 m for an average velocity of
1 m/y. With data from 12 transects of the wash, it was estimated that about 8.4 to
35 mCi of 241Am and 50 to 210 mCi of 239+240pu had been transported outside the

. perimeter of the fenced zone around the ground zero. This was a very small fraction
(less than 1/10,000) of those radionuclides within the fence.
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APPENDIX A: PLOTS OF FIDLER MEASUREMENTS ALONG
AREA 11 TRANSECTS
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Figure A2. Area 11 Transect 30 - FIDLER measurements versus cross-stream position. The numbers printed at the
plotted points are soil surface classification codes as listed i_. Table 2 in the text. The values for the circled
numbers in the plot were used in estimating qo.
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Figure A4. Area 11 Transect 32 - FIDLER measurements versus cross-stream position. The numbers printed at the
plotted points are soil surface classification codes as listed in Table 2 in the text. The values for the circled
numbers in the plot were used in estimating qo.
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plotted points are soil surface classification codes as listed in Table 2 in the text. The values for the circled
numbers in the plot were used in estimating qo.
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Figure A7. Area 11 Transect 35 - FIDLERmeasurements versus cross-stream position. The numbeas printed at the
plotted points are soil surface classification codes as listed in Table 2 in the text. The values for the circled
numbers in the plot were used in estimating qo.
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Figure A8. Area 11 Transect 36 - FIDLER measurements versus cross-stream position. The numbers printed at the
plotted points are soil surface classification codes as listed in Table 2 in the text. The values for the circled
numbers in the plot were used in estimating qo.
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Figure A12. Area 11 Transect V - FIDLER measurements versus cross-stream position. The numbers printed at
the plotted points are soil surface classification codes as listed in Table 2 in the text. The values for the circled
numbers in the plot were used in estimating qo.
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Figure A13. Area 11 Transect Z - FIDLER measurements versus cross-stream position. The numbers printed at the
plotted points are soil surface classification codes as listed in Table 2 in the text. The values for the circled
numbers in the plot were used in estimating qo.



APPENDIX B: AREA 11 SAMPLING LOCATIONS AND
FIDLER MEASUREMENTS



Append_ B: Area 11 Sampling Locations and _DLER Measuremen_
m

S_ke Down- Cross- Suffa_ Coun_

Location s_eam (m) Se_ion (m) Descrip_on 1 (cpm)

29-E 79 22.9 1 7530*
29-G 79 38.1 3 6580*
29-I 79 53.3 1 15400

29-I-7 79 58.7 1 48100
29-I-8 79 59.4 1 55300
29-I-9 79 60.2 1 37700

29-J 79 61.0 1 83100
• 29-J-i 79 61.7 4 91600

29-J-2 79 62.5 _ 99500
29-J-3 79 63.2 4 102000
29-J-4 79 64.0 4 119000
29-J-5 79 64.8 1 40800
29-J-6 79 65.5 1 19000
29-J-7 79 66.3 1 18200
29-J-8 79 67.1 3 19300
29-J-9 79 67.8 1 23900

29-K 79 68.6 1 24100
29-L 79 76.2 7 20800
29-M 79 83.8 4 13500

29-M-I 79 84.6 4 13700
29-M-2 79 85.3 4 8520

- 29-M-3 79 86.1 4 8330
29-M-4 79 86.9 4 7920
29-M-5 79 87.6 4 4460
29-M-6 79 88.4 4 6510
29-M-7 79 89.2 4 9240
29-M-8 79 89.9 4 13300
29-M-9 79 90.7 4 19200

29-N 79 91.4 4 23250
29-N-I 79 92.2 7 23400
29-N-2 79 93.0 7 19800
29-N-3 79 93.7 1 19600
29-N-4 79 94.5 1 23600
29-N-5 79 95.3 1 26800
29-N-6 79 96.0 1 27100

• 29-N-7 79 96.8 1 31500
29-N-8 79 97.5 1 20000
29-N-9 79 98.3 1 35800

• 29-0 79 99.1 1 29400
29-O-1 79 99.8 1 27900
29-0-2 79 100.6 1 24800
29-0-3 79 101.3 1 25500

1 Refers to soil surface classification code
(see Table IV-2 in text).

. * Values used to determine qo for transect.
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- S_ke Down- Cross- Suffa_ Coun_

Location s_eam (m) Section(m) D_iption 1 (cpm)

" 32-I-4 106 56.4 4 5100
32-I-5 106 57.1 4 6790
32-I-6 106 57.9 4 4580
32-I-7 106 58.7 4 4750
32-I-8 106 59.4 4 5190
32-I-9 106 60.2 4 6010

32-J 106 61.0 7 9100
32-J-i 106 61.7 7 7480
32-J-2 106 62.5 1 5660*
32-J-3 106 63.2 1 4800*
32-J-4 106 6'.0 1 3720*

33-E 115 22.9 1 5495*
33-E-9 115 29.7 1 28100

33-F 115 30.5 3 51500
33-F-I 115 31.2 7 40800
33-F-2 115 32.0 7 35900
33-F-3 115 32.8 4 34000
33-F-4 115 33.5 4 25300
33-F-5 115 34.3 4 19200
33-F-6 115 35.1 3 20500
33-F-7 115 35.8 7 8300
33-F-8 115 36.6 7 5580

" 33-F-9 115 37.3 3 8810
33-G 115 38.1 7 11500
33-H 115 45.7 7 5390

33-H-I 115 46.5 7 5390
33-H-2 115 47.2 7 5940
33-H-3 115 48.0 7 4660
33-H-4 115 48.8 7 5620
33-H-5 115 49.5 4 4870
33-H-6 115 50.3 4 5350
33-H-7 115 51.1 4 6350
33-H-8 115 51.8 4 5830
33-H-9 115 52.6 4 4830

33-I 115 53.3 4 4805
33-I-i 115 54.1 4 5610

" 33-I-2 115 54.9 7 5490
33-I-3 115 55.6 7 4170
33-I-4 115 56.4 1 5540*

• 33-J 115 61.0 3 5280*
33-K 115 68.6 3 6260*
33-M 115 83.8 1 7610"

. 1 Refers to soil surface classification code
(see Table IV-2 in text).

* Values used to determine qo for transect.
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Stake Down- Cross- Surface Counts

Location stream (m) Section(m) DescriptionI (cpm)

34-H-9 124 52.6 1 4290*
34-I 124 53.3 1 4510"

35-E 133 22.9 3 17400
35-E-I 133 23.6 7 11300
35-E-3 133 25.1 7 15100
35-E-5 133 26.7 7 16800
35-E-7 133 28.2 7 17100
35-E-8 133 29.0 7 13800
35-E-9 133 29.7 7 16300

35-F 133 30.5 7 20600
35-F-I 133 31.2 7 14500
35-F-2 133 32.0 4 12000
35-F-3 133 32.8 4 17700
35-F-4 133 33.5 7 12200
35-F-5 133 34.3 7 5980
35-F-6 133 35.1 7 7220
35-F-7 133 35.8 7 6160
35-F-8 133 36.6 7 5680
35-F-9 133 37.3 7 5540m

35-G 133 38.1 3 6300
35-G-I 133 38.9 7 4710
35-G-2 133 39.6 4 5210
35-G-3 133 40.4 4 4130
35-G-4 133 41.1 4 4310
35-G-5 133 41.9 4 5230
35-G-6 133 42.7 4 5730
35-G-7 133 43.4 4 5640
35-G-8 133 44.2 7 4950
35-G-9 133 45.0 7 3960

35-H 133 45.7 1 4680*
35-H-I 133 46.5 1 4790*
35-H-2 133 47.2 1 3860*

35-K 133 68.6 1 4630*
35-M 133 83.8 1 4090*

36-C 141 7.6 1 3010"
" 36-C-6 141 12.2 1 5930

36-C-8 141 13.7 1 15500
36-D 141 15.2 1 15000

" 36-D-I 141 16.0 1 13800
36-D-3 141 17.5 4 7900
36-D-5 141 19.1 4 11200
36-D-7 141 20.6 7 17900

1 Refers to soil surface classification code
(see Table IV-2 in text).

• * Values used to determine qo for transect.
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" Stake Down- Cross- Surface Counts

Location stream (m) Section(m) DescriptionI (cpm)

m

38-F 159 30.5 1 2990*
38-G 159 38.1 1 3350*

T-99 175 14.5 1 4750*
T-0 175 15.2 1 6110
T-1 175 16.0 1 6950
T-2 175 16.8 7 9420
T-3 175 17.5 7 14000

• T-4 175 18.3 7 10900
T-5 175 19.1 3 10200
T-6 175 19.8 4 6100
T-7 175 20.6 4 5730
T-8 175 21.3 4 8090
T-9 175 22.1 4 6660

T-10 175 22.9 4 10500
T-f1 175 23.6 3 7270
T-12 175 24.4 3 6880
T-14 175 25.9 1 4240*

. U-99 191 14.5 1 4050*
U-0 191 15.2 7 7110
U-I 191 16.0 7 18100

. U-2 191 16.8 7 10900
U-3 191 17.5 7 14600
U-4 191 18.3 7 12900
U-5 191 19.1 4 6180
U-6 191 19.8 4 5720
U-7 191 20.6 4 5090
U-8 191 21.3 4 5280
U-9 191 22.1 4 5300

U-10 191 22.9 7 6460
U-If 191 23.6 7 7940
U-12 191 24.4 7 6400
U-13 191 25.1 7 6150
U-15 191 26.7 7 4890
U-20 191 30.5 1 3030*

V-91 264 8.4 1 3830*
V-93 264 9.9 7 5360

. V-96 264 12.2 7 6850
V-98 264 13.7 7 8710
V-0 264 15.2 3 11800
V-i 264 16.0 7 9440
V-2 264 16.8 3 13100

1 Refers to soil surface classification code
(see Table IV-2 in text).

• * Values used to determine qo for transect.
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1. PURPOSE

The followingprocedureistobeusedintheset-upand calibrationoftheFIDLER
• (fieldinstrumentforthe_[etectionof[ow-_nergyl_adiation)detectorsystemforinsitu

measurementsofamericium-241(Am-241)activityinsoil.Thisprocedure(DP-401)is
thefirstofthree_t_ECAMP)BasicEnvironmentalComplianceand MonitoringProgram

Quality Assurance DetailedProcedures(DPs) for quantifyingradionuclide
concentrationsinsoilsfrominsitumeasurementswitha FIDLER. The secondDP (DP-

402)istheprocedurefortakinginsitumeasurementswiththeFIDLER and thethird
DP (DP403)istheprocedureforquantifyingradionuciideconcentrationsfrom insitu
FIDLER measurementsof radionuclideactivityin soil.This FIDLER calibration

" procedureisdividedintotwo parts:thepulsecalibrationoftheanalyzerand FIDLER
probeforspecificenergyresponsesand thedeterminationoftheangularresponseand
countingefficiencyoftheFIDLER toaspecificradionuclidesource.

ThisdetailedprocedurefulfillsarequirementoftheBECAMP QualityAssurance
Plan(Essington1989).Detailedproceduresdefinetechnicalrequirements,constraints,
and proceduralstepsof scientificactivitiesthataretobe conductedby BECAMP
Investigators.The DP must be reviewedforappropriatequality-assuranceand
statisticalconsiderationsand must beapprovedby BECAMP authoritiesasdesignated

• intheQualityAssurancePlan.

. 2. SCOPE

The set-upand calibrationproceduresdescribedin thisBECAMP Quality
AssuranceDP are tobe used forcalibratinga FIDLER detectorsystem(aFIDLER

scintillationdetectorand pulse-rateanalyzer)forBECAMP insitumeasurementsforthe
determinationof Am-241 activityin soilsof theNTS and itsenvirons.(Inthis
document and unlessotherwisestated,FIDLER willreferto the FIDLER detector

systemcomprisedof a FIDLER scintillationdetectorand accompanyingpulse-rate
analyzer).Therearetwo partsintheFIDLERcalibrationDP; ProcedureI,Calibration
ofthePulse-RateAnalyzer,setstheanalyzerand FIDLER detectorforthedetectionof
60 keV gamma raysemittedfrom Am-24|,and Procedure2,Determinationofthe
FIDLER CountingEfficiencyand AngularResponseMeasurements,determinesthe

• angularresponseand countingefficiencyofa FIDLER toaspecificradionuclidesource.
Thesemeasurementsareusedina mathematicalcomputercode(describedinDP-403

. and Gouveia1991)forquantifyingsoilradionuclideactivityon thebasisofdetector
geometriesand radionuclidesourcedistributionsin thesoil.The fieldmonitoring
protocolprovidedby theBECAMP PrincipalInvestigatorwilladd specificsnotcovered
in this DP or variations to this DP.

This DP is specific for the set-up and calibration of the Eberline ESP-2 Smart
Portable radiation survey instrument in conjunction with the Bicron FIDLER

- scintillation detector. The ESP-2 analyzer has many options and can be relatively
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complex to operate. However, due to its computerized nature it can also be extremely
easy to use in the automatic inquiry mode. It is not the intent of this DP to provide an
operating manual on the ESP-2 instrument. The use and operation of the ESP-2 can be
found in "Model ESP-2 Eberline Smart Portable Technical Manual," December 1986,

from Eberline.The ESP-2 operatingmanual can be found in the ESP-2/FIDLER
carryingcase.

3. DEFINITIONS

Analyzer- a pulse-ratemeter thatconvertssignalsfrom a radiation-detection
probe;specificallyan EberlineESP-2 Smart PortableSurvey instrumentwith a
PHA board.

CalibrationRig - A stainlesssteelbar ina half-circleshape,radiusofone-meter,

rotated by a motor at approximately 28 revolutions-per-minute that is used to
determine the counting efficiency and angular response of a FIDLER. A
calibration source is attached at different angles along the bar so that upon
rotation of the bar the source scribes a circle about the axis of rotation (which is

also the central axis of the d_tector). The rig can be obtained from Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Environmental Sciences Division.

Calibration Stand - A stand for the FIDLER detector which centers the detector

above the calibration rig on the axis of rotation, one-meter from the base and arm
of the rig. The calibration stand can be a one-time fabrication by the person "
calibrating the FIDLER or it can be obtained from LLNL, Environmental Sciences
Division.

Check source - A known amount of a specific radionuclide mounted on a small
disc. The source should be calibrated for the quantity of material (usually in I_Ci)
on the disc; a N[ST-traceable source would be preferred. The date of calibration
should also be known. For the purposes of this DP, the following sources and
source strength are required:

Americium-241, -10 I_Ci, and

Americium-241, --100 I_Ci.

FIDLER Detector - a scintillation probe for the detection of low-energy radiation,
specifically a Bicron probe, Model G5 "FIDLER" containing a 5-inch by 0.063-inch
Nal crystal.

FIDLER Stand - A metal tripod stand that supports the FIDLER 30 cm above the
soil surface. The FIDLER stand can be obtained from Reynolds Electric & "
Engineering Company (REECo) Soils Laboratory, at the Nevada Test Site.
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4. RESPONSIBILITIES AND TRAINING
O

In the current structure of the BECAMP program at the NTS (Patton 1990), the
, _ollowing person.s/offices have the responsibility for calibrating the FIDLER detector

and ESP-2 analyzer. REECo's Instrumentation Laboratory at the NTS is responsible for
setting the analyzer high voltage and determine the operating voltage of the FIDLER
(Procedure 1). REECo's Soils Laboratory will be responsible for the setup of the
analyzer and the FIDLER counting-efficiency check and for determination of the
FIDLER angular response (Procedure 2).

The calibration procedure is to be conducted by persons familiar with a FIDLER
" detector and ESP-2 analyzer. Those persons involved with the calibration and set-up of

the FIDLER will have working knowledge of the calibration procedures prior to actual
calibration of a FIDLER and analyzer. The responsibility of training belongs to the
Principal Investigator of BECAMP Task 1 (currently Joseph H. Shinn of Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory) and can be delegated to others trained by the Principal
Investigator.

5. RECORD KEEPING

" Each step in this calibration procedure will be signed off by the person
performing the procedure. The Calibration Data and Sign-Off form (Attachment 1) will

,. accompany the FIDLER through the calibration procedures. The completed data and
sign-off form will accompany the field data to the Principal Investigator.

6. PROCEDURE 1 - Calibration of Pulse-Rate Analyzer

This procedure includes the setting of the ESP-2 pulse-rate analyzer high voltage,
setting of the gain and threshold, and determination of a 50% window for threshold
voltage, analyzer setup, and determining the FIDLER operating voltage. An Am-241
check source is used to set the operating voltage of the FIDLER.

The high voltage should be checked at least once a year by REECo's
Instrumentation Laboratory. They should also check the operating voltage, gain and

• threshold, and deterlnination of a 50% window for threshold voltage on a regularly
scheduled basis (as determined by REECo's standard operating procedures) or prior to
the use of the FIDLER in BECAMP investigations.

Source: Am-241, ~ 10 _Ci check source.

Definitions:
l

Access Cover - This cover provides access to the internal calibration controls of the
- ESP-2 and is found on the right side of the instrument.
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Dip Switches - There are six dip switches located next to the potentiometers under
the access cover. The purpose of four switches is to adjust the speaker repetition
rate. They divide the speaker rate by the factors indicated. The last two dip
switches are for automatic testing of the instrument at the factory or designated
Eberline repair facility. When any switch is down, the switch is in the circuit. "

Potentiometers - located inside the access cover, all potentiometers are labeled and
are discussed in detail in the ESP-2 Technical Manual. The window potentiometer
is located on the PHA board and is accessed through the hole in the bottom cover
of the instrument.

A. High Voltage Calibration

The ESP-2 high voltage is set before the analyzer is shipped from the
manufacturer. One may check the high-voltage setting by connecting a high-
impedance voltmeter (positive lead) to the central pin and the black ground lead to the
outside of the MHV connector on the front of the analyzer. If the voltage reading on
the voltmeter is different (_.+100volts) than the voltage displayed on the ESP-2, then the
voltage should be changed and viewed on the ESP-2 and measured on the voltmeter.

Note that when adjusting or changing the high voltage, it is very difficult to set at exact
voltage increments, so set the high voltage as close to the desired value as possible.

The method for changing the high voltage is as follows:

1. Turn the instrument on and then depress the "Mode" and "Reset" buttons
simultaneously. The display then shows four different options: "R/LOG",
"-/PARAMS", "+/OPER", "S/CLOCK". To select an option, press the button
of the letter or symbol preceding the function. Therefore, to get to the
"Parameters" section, depress the "-" button and the display will show the
most recent detector used with ESP-2. Push the "+" button to accept the
other items until the high voltage ("HV") is indicated. By simultaneously
depressing the "Reset" and the "+" or "-" button the high voltage may be
increased or decreased, respectively. The value is displayed on the liquid
crystal display (LCD) of the analyzer and the measured value is displayed
on the voltmeter.

2. Change the voltage to 600 volts and take a voltage measurement and record
the results. Repeat the above procedure in 100 volt increments from 600 to
1400 volts. The measured data should agree with displayed values within
_ 50 volts. If the results do not agree, adjust the calibration as per paragraph
(3) below.

m

3. If the voltage calibration exceeds the above limit then adjust the voltage as
follows: adjust the high voltage display on the analyzer to 600 volts by

n

4
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depressing the "Reset" and "+" or "-" buttons simultaneously. Adjust the HV
LEVEL (R68 potentiometer _nside side access) until the measured voltage isP

600 and then adjust the high voltage read on the LCD display to 1800 volts
by depressing the "Reset" and "+" buttons. Next adjust the HV GAIN

- (R66 potentiometer inside side access) until the measured voltage is
1800 colts. Then change the voltage displayed on the ESP-2 by depressing
the "Reset" and "-" buttons simultaneously until 600 volts are displayed.
Then readjust HV LEVEL until the measured high voltage is 600 volts. Then
readjust the high voltage display on the ESP-2 by depressing the "Reset" and

. "+" simultaneously until 1800 volts are displayed and readjust the HV GAIN
until the output measures 1800 volts. Repeat this procedure until the

. measured values agree with the displayed values.

B. Dead Time and Window Adjustment for the Bicron FIDLER Probe

The overall instrument gain and discriminator setting should be adjusted for the
FIDLER before an operating voltage is selected. It should be noted that section V.A.3.
of the ESP-2 technical manual is not applicable to analyzers with a pulse-height
analyzer (PHA) board. In addition, for instruments utilizing the PHA mode, the dead-
time (DT) selection is essentially nonfunctional.

m

1. Dead time correction factor adjustment. The purpose of this adjustment is to
correct for the number of gross counts arriving at the detector

- simultaneously at high count rates. If, in the gross count rate mode (GROSS
on the PHA-GROSS switch located on the face of the ESP-2 analyzer), the

number of counts is high and dead time is not correctly set, then the number
of counts displayed may not be correct. Set the dead time (DT) to 1.4-0.5
(1.4 x 10-5) sec. This is accomplished by turning on the instrument and
simultaneously pushing the "RESET" and "MODE" buttons. Select the "-"
button to select the "Parameters" and then push the "+" button to accept the
values until "DT" is displayed on the LCD. At this point adjust the dead
time by simultaneously pushing the "RESET" and "+" or "-" buttons to either
increase or decrease the value to 1.4-05 (1.4 x 10-5) sec.

2. Window Adjustment. This method uses a voltage pulser and adjusts the
• ESP-2 for a voltage range of 0 to 1 MeV with a 50% window. The definition

of a window (in percent) is

% window = 100 * (Vu - VI)/V1,

where Vu = upper threshold voltage and VI = lower threshold voltage.

a. Connect the ESP-2 to a voltage pulser (at the negative input) and set for
10-mv output at 20,000 counts per minute.

5
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b. Turn speaker on. Set speaker rate to 1 (inside side access).
c. Set PHA-GROSS switch to GROSS.

d. Set THLD control (inside side access) fully clockwise (CW) to minimum
sensitivity.

e. Adjust GAIN control (inside side cover) for the crossover point. The
crossover point is the point at which the speaker rate just starts to increase
and the display shows 5.00+01 (5.0 x 101) to 1.50+02 (1.5 x 102) counts per
minute (cpm).

f. Set PHA-GROSS switch to PHA.

g. Set pulser output to 12 my.
h. Adjust window potentiometer (through hole in case bottom) for crossover

point.
i. Set pulse output to 5.6 my.
j. Set PHA-GROSS switch to GROSS.
k. Adjust THLD control for crossover point.
1. Set PHA-GROSS switch to PHA.

m. Verify a 50% window by slowly increasing pulser amplitude from 4 to
100 my. Note the pulser amplitude as the clicks from the speaker start (VI)
and as it stops (Vu). The window percent is calculated as indicated in the
equation above.

n. If needed, readjust window potentiometer by repeating the steps above in °
order to obtain a 50% window.

C. ESP-2 Analyzer Setup

The following sets and stores the detector identification, calibration constant, rate
count mode, and units of the count mode in the ESP-2 analyzer.

1. Turn the instrument on and push the "MODE" and "RESET" buttons
simultaneously to get to the menu select mode. Depress the "-" button to
select the parameter mode and to answer no to any question. The "+" key is
for yes response to any question.

2. Push the "+" or "INC" button to insert the detector information. Release the

button when the letter you desire appears. Then move the cursor to the right
by pushing the "-" button. The maximum length of a description is
13 characters. The description should include detector identifying number
and energy level (FID _, 60 keV). When the description is complete,
depress "RESET" key.

3. Next select the rate meter mode by pushing the "+" key.

4. Select the units of counts per minute (counts/min).
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5. Set Calibration constant (CC) = 1.00+00 (1.0 x 100).

6. Dead time should be set at 1.40-0.5 (1.4 x 10-5) sec.

• D. Determining the Operating Voltage of the FIDLER Detector

The ESP-2 analyzer has been calibrated but the operating voltage now needs to be
selected for the radionuclide of interest. The purpose of the following steps is to
determine the operating voltage range of the detector for Am-241. When determining

• the operating voltage, the detector voltage needs to be displayed on the LCD of the
analyzer. Rememb_:, when adjusting or changing the high voltage, it is very difficult

. to set at exact voltage increments so set the high voltage as close to the desired value as
possible.

1. Place the -10 _Ci Am-241 check source directly under the FIDLER which is
supported in the FIDLER stand (1-ft distance from detector face to source)•
Make certain the detector face is uncovered.

2. Select the "menu" mode by depressing the "MODE" and "RESET" keys
simultaneously.

3. Select the "-" key for the ratemeter mode and respond with successive "+"
keys until the high voltage (HV) is displayed.

b

4. Set the PHA-GROSS switch to PHA.

5. Set the HV to 5.99+02 (5.99 x 102) and take count-rate reading (in counts per

minute) and record the count rate and actual voltage. The automatic-store
mode is not convenient for this particular use as the parameters can not be
displayed when auto store is used.

6. Next, increase the high voltage (HV) by about 50 volts and take a count rate
reading. Record the count rate and voltage displayed.

7. Continue to increase the voltage by 50 volt increments, recording the count
• rate and voltage at each increment, to approximately 1500 volts.

• 8. Plot the voltage versus the count rate as in Figure 1. Note that the count rate
will significantly increase and then decrease twice with increasing voltage.

From the plot, the correct operating voltage for Am-241 can be selected. The first
° peak (from 600 volts and up) on the plot is due to the 60 keV gamma rays while the

second peak is due to the 17 keV x-rays, both energy peaks being associated with
Am-241. Now that the correct operating voltages are known, the voltage for the
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detection of 60 keV energy from Am-241 can be set and stored into the ESP-2 analyzer
under "detector 1".

9. Turn the instrument on and then depress the "Mode" and "Reset" buttons
simultaneously. Select "-/PARAMS" by depressing me - out,on. Push the
"+" button to accept the other items until the high voltage ("HV", is
indicated.

10. Set the high voltage for the voltage corresponding to the first peak of the
plot. By simultaneously depressing the "Reset" and the "+" or "-" button, the
high voltage may be increased or decreased, respectively.

a

7. Procedure 2- Determination of FIDLER Counting Efficiency and Angular
Response Measurements

This procedure determines the counting efficiency and measures the angular
response of a FIDLER to a specific radionuclide source. The FIDLER counting
efficiency should be checked prior to field measurements any time the FIDLER detector
system has been calibrated. The FIDLER counting efficiency and angular response
measurements are used in a computer code for quantifying soil radionuclide activity on
the basis of detector geometries and radionuclide distributions in the soil. The
computer code will be further discussed in the third BECAMP Quality Assurance DP

(BECAMP-DP-403) and by Gouveia (1991). The computer code is discussed in detail by
Anspaugh et al. (1972).

A. FIDLER Counting Efficiency Test

Now that the optimal operating voltage has been determined for the 60-keV peak
of Am-241, an efficiency check of the FIDLER should be conducted for verification of

the voltage calibration. The FIDLER counting efficiency, No/_. is the number of
photopeak counts recorded by the FIDLER per photon per cm2 of detector face cross-
section area when a point source is placed directly under the detector. For the
operating voltage of 60 keV, a verified and traceable Am-241 check source (--10 _Ci)
will be used. The FIDLER Calibration Data and Sign-Off Log (Attachment 1) will be
used to record the data. The actual number of readings (n) and the duration (t) of the
measurement will be determined by the Principal Investigator and documented in the
monitoring protocol.

Equipment:

Eberline ESP-2 Smart Portable Analyzer
Bicron FIDLER probe

Am-241 check source (verified source of approximately 10 _.Ci)
FIDLER Stand
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i. Placetheb'IDLERintheHDLER Standso thatthedetectorisdirectlyone

- foot(30.5cm)abovethespotwherethechecksourceistobeplaced.

2. Take n readingsfordurationtofbackgroundactivityand recordthecounts-
" per-minute(cpm)foreachmeasurement.

3. PlacetheAm-241 checksource,approximately10 _Ci,one footdirectly
belowthecenterofthedetectorface.Recordthestrengthofthesourceand
datedetermined.

4. Take n readingsfordurationtofthechecksourceactivityand recordthe
" counts-per-minute.

5. Calculatethe averagebackground activityand average check-source
activity'.

6. Subtracttheaveragebackgroundactivityfrom theaveragechecksource
activitytogetthenetaveragecheck-sourceactivity(No).

7. Use the averagecheck-sourceactivity,No (incountsper minute),to

" calculate counting efficiency (No/_) in the following equation

• No/_ = N O, 4n • r2 / (Sp * 2.22 x 106 * Bi), (1)

where r is the distance from the source to the detector face (in cm), Sp is
the radioactive strength (corrected for dec:_y from date of calibration) of
the check source (in _Ci), and Bi is the branching intensity of the source.
For this application, with r = 30.5 cm and Bi = 0.363 for Am-241,
Equation 1 can be simplified to

No/• = No * 0.014 / Sp.

8. Record the counting efficiency data on the FIDLER Calibration Data and
• Sign-Off Log.

. The FIDLER counting efficiency should be equal to at least 80% of the surface area
of the detector face. If the counting efficiency is less than that, readjust the HV setting
with an Am-241 check source to find the optimum voltage for 60 keV (Section D of
Procedure 1). Repeat the determination of the counting-efficiency (Section A of

. Procedure 2). If the counting efficiency is still below 80% efficiency, repeat the
procedure for setting a 50% window. Repeat the counting efficiency check. Continue
this procedure until an acceptable counting efficiency is achieved.
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B. FIDLER Angul_oResponse Measurements
i

The following procedure should be conducted after the FIDLER and analyzer
have been calibrated as described in Procedure I and passed the counting efficiency
check describedabove. Record the angular-responsemeasurements on the FIDLER

CalibrationData and Sign-OffLog (AttachmentI).The actualnumber ofreadings(n)
and the duration (t)of the measurement will be determined by the Principal

Investigator and documented in the monitoring protocol.

Equipment:.

EberlineESP-2Smart PortableAnalyzer

BicronFIDLER probe

Am-241 pointsource(verifiedsourceofapproximately100_Ci)
FIDLER CalibrationStand

CalibrationRig

I. PlacetheFIDLER inthecalibrationstandso thatthefaceofthe FIDLER is

one meter from thebaseand arms ofthecalibrationrig.

2. Turn on the power to themotor drivingthe calibrationrig. Supply just ..
enough power tothemotor sonot tooverloadthevoltageequipment ofthe
motor.

3. Take n readingsfor durationt of background activity.Record the five
measurements.

4. Place the Am.241 point source (approximately 100 _Ci) at the base of the
calibration rig directly below the detector.

5. With the calibration rig turning, take n readings for duration t with the
source directly below the detector (referred to as the 0 degree position).
Record the measurements.

6. Move the Am-241 source to the 15-degree position on the rig. With the
calibration rig turning, and take n readings for duration t and record the
measurements.

e

7. Continue taking n readings for duration t at 15 degree intervals along the
calibration rig (30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 degrees) and record the measurements.

8. Record the angular response data on the FIDLER Calibration Data and Sign- "
Off Log.

10
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The datacollectedfrom themeasurementof FIDLER angularresponsewillbe
• usedwiththeinsitumeasurementstoquantifysoilradionuclideconcentrations.The

proceduresfortakinginsitumeasurementsareoutlinedinBECAMP DP.,402and the
procedureforcalculatingradionuclideconcentrationsin soilfrom FIDLER in situ

" measurementscanbefoundinBECAMP DP-40,3.
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1. PURPOSE
e

The followingprocedureisto be used formaking in situmeasurementsof
americium-241(Am-241)activityinsoilswiththeHDLER (_ieldinstrumentforthe

i '_etectionoflow-energy£adatlon)detectorsystem.Thisprocedureisthesecondof
threeBECAMP (BasicEnvironmentalComplianceand MonitoringProgram)Quality
AssuranceDetailedProcedures(DPs)forquantifyingradionuclideconcentrationsin

C'
soilsfrom insitumeasurementswitha HDLER. The ,irstDP istheprocedureforthe
setupand calibrationoftheHDLER and analyzerpriortotakinginsitumeasurements

' and thethirdDP istheprocedureforquantifyingsoilradionuclideconcentrationsfrom
insituFIDLER measurementsof radionuclideactivityin soil.ThisDP forinsitu

J _ measurementswiththeHDLER providesproceduresfortakingbackgroundand check
sourceactivityreadings,making insitumeasurementsof Am-241 activity,and data
collectionandrecording.

Thisdetailedprocedurefulfillsa requirementoftheBECAMP QualityAssurance
Plan(Essington1989).Detailedproceduresdefinetechnicalrequirements,constraints,
and proceduralstepsof scientificactivitiesthatare to be conductedby BECAMP
Investigators.The DP willbe reviewedforappropriatequality-assuranceand
statisticalconsiderationsand must beapprovedby BECAMP authoritiesasdesignated

" intheQualityAssurancePla_,

2. SCOPE
o

The proceduresdescribedinthisBECAMP QualityAssuranceDP aretobe used
fortakinginsitumeasurementswitha HDLER detectorsystem(aFIDLER scintillation
detectorand pulse-rateanalyzer)forthedeterminationof americium-241activityin
soilsoftheN'IS(Inthisdocumentand unlessotherwisestated,FIDLER willrefertothe

FIDLER detectorsystem comprised of a HDLER scintillationdetectorand
accomI.anyingpulse-rateanalyzer).Theseproceduresaretobe usedasageneralguide
fortakinginsitumeasurementswith theHDLER. The fieldmonitoringprotocol
providedby theBECAMP PrincipalInvestigatorwilladd specificsnotcoveredinthis
DP or variationstothisDP. (e.g.,samplinglocations,samplingfrequency,and data
collection).

o

ThisBECAMP QA DetailedProcedureprovidestheproceduresfortakinginsitu
measurementswiththeEberlineESP-2SmartPortableradiation-surveyinstrumentin
conjunctionwiththeBicronFIDLER scintillationdetector.The ESP-2hasmany options

and canbe relativelycomplextooperate.However,due toitscomputerizednatureit
canalsobe extremelyeasytouseintheautomaticinquirymode. Itisnottheintentof

. this DP to provide an operating manual on the ESP-2 instrument. The use and
operation of the ESP-2 can be found in "Model ESP-2 Eberline Smart Portable Technical
Manual," December 1986, from Eberline. The ESP-2 operating manual can be found

• with the ESP-2 and FIDLER in the carrying case.
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3. DEFINITIONS
Q

Analyzer-a pulse-ratemeterthatconvertssignalsfrom a radiation-detection
probe;specificallyan EberlineESP-2SmartPortableSurvey instrumentwith
pulse-heightanalyzer(PHA) board. 4

FIDLER detector-a scintillationprobeforthedetectionoflow-energyradiation;
specificallya Bicronprobe,Model G5 "FiDLER" containinga 5-inchby
0.063-inchNalcrystal.

I

FIDLER Stand- a metaltripodstandthatsupportsthe FIDLER probe30cm
abovethesoilsurface.The standcan be obtainedfrom ReynoldsElectric&
EngineeringCompany (REECo)SoilsLaboratory,attheNevada TestSite.

Source:Americium-241,-I0_Cichecksource

4. RESPONSIBILITIES AND TRAINING

The taking of in situ measurements with the FIDLER detector and ESP-2 analyzer
is to be conducted by persons familiar with the ESP-2 analyzer. In the current structure
of the BECAMP program at the NTS (Patton 1990), the l_£Co Soils Laboratory will
have the responsibility of taking in situ measurements with the FIDLER. The personnel
of the Soils Laboratory will be familiar with the ESP-2 analyzer prior to conducting g

field work. Prior to taking in situ measurements, a demonstration of profidency in
operation of the ESP-2/FIDLER will be demonstrated to the Principal Investigator
requesting the measurements.

This procedure is to be conducted by persons familiar with the ESP-2 analyzer.
Those persons involved with taking in situ b'IDLERmeasurements will have working
knowledge of these procedures. The responsibility of training belongs to the Principal
Investigator of BECAMP Task I (currently Joseph H. Shinn of Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory or the Principal Investigator's designee).

5. RECORD KEEPING

Q

A BECAMP FIDLER Measurements form has been prepared (Attachment I) and
will be used for collection of data in the field. The field data will also be electronically
stored by the ESP-2 and transferred to a computer in the REECo Soils Laboratory. The
electronic copy will be printed and verified by comparison with the Data Collection
form. Both the written form and the magnetic form of the data will be saved. Quality
Assurance sign-offs are found on the BECAMP FIDLER Measurements form. A copy of |

the data collection form, electronic media, and a printed copy of the data on the
electronic media will be sent to the Principal Investigator upon completion of the
investigation.
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6. PROCEDURES
I,

The following is a general procedure for taking in situ measurements with the
FIDLER. Greater detail or monitoring specifics will be found in the field monitoring

" protocol supplied by the Principal Investigator. Before proceeding to the field, the
FIDLER should be calibrated per BECAMP-DP-401.

A. Background Activity and Check Source Measurements

" Measurements of background activity and source checks should to be made in
several places prior to entering the survey area. The Principal Investigator will provide
the locations for the measurement of background activity and source checks, the
number of measurements (n), and the duration of each measurement (t) in the field-

monitoring protocol. Measurements should be made prior to field monitoring and
upon completion of the monitoring. Measurements should also be made whenever
leaving or entering the monitoring area or when interrupting a series of field
measurements (e.g., lunch, breaks), or as directed by the field-monitoring protocol.

a. At each site, take n measurements of t duration with the FIDLER detector in the
HDLER stand (make certain the cover is removed from the face of the detector).

r:_cord the counts-per-minute of each measurement on the BECAMP FIDLEP,
Measurements form and store the reading in the memory of the ESP-2 analyzer.

b. At each site, take n measurements readings with the -10 _.Ci Am-241 check source
directly below (on soil surface) the face of the FIDLER detector (which is in the
HDLER stand). Record and store the counts-per-minute readings.

B. Field Measurements

The field monitoring protocol submitted by the Principal Investigator will provide
the specifics for monitoring with the FIDLER including the monitoring location,
number of measurements (n), and duration of measurement (t). The following is a

general procedure for in situ measurements with the FIDLER.

. a. At each monitoring location, take n measurements of t duration with the FIDLER
detector in the FIDLER stand. Record the counts-per-minute of each
measurement on the BECAMP FIDLER Measurements form and store the

|

reading in the memory of the ESP-2 analyzer.

b. The location of the FIDLER with respect to the sampling location (marker) will
be noted on the data sheet.

c. The description of the monitoring location, per the key on the BECAMP FIDLER
Measurements form, will be noted on the form.

3
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1. PURPOSE
|

The following procedure is to be used in quantifying soil radionuclide
concentrations from in situ measurements with a FIDLER (field instrument for the

detection of low-_nergy radiation) detector system. Specific instructions on data
handling and analysis or variations on this procedure will be stated in the Monitoring
Plan designed by the Principal Investigator for a particular monitoring exercise. This
procedure (BECAMP-DP-403) is the third of three Basic Environmental Compliance
and Monitoring Program (BECAMP) Quality Assurance (QA) Detailed Procedures for

" usinga FIDLER forinsitumeasurements.The firstQA DetailedProcedure(BECAMP-

DP-401)istheprocedureforthesetupand calibrationof the FIDLER and the second

• procedure (BECAMP-DP-402) is for taking in situ measurements with the b'IDLER.

This detailed procedure fulfills a requirement of the BECAMP Quality
Assurance Plan (Essington 1989). Detailed procedures define technical requirements,
constraints, and procedural steps of scientific activities that are to be conducted by
BECAMP Investigators. The DP must be reviewed for appropriate quality-assurance
and statistical considerations and must be approved by BECAMP authorities as
designated in the Quality Assurance Plan.

' 2. SCOPE

The procedures described in this BECAMP QA Detailed Procedure are to be usedw

in analyzing the data from the calibration of the FIDLER and the data from field
measurements with the FIDLER in order to quantify americium-241 (Am-241) and
plutonium-239,240 (Pu-239,240) activity in soils of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) and its
environs. The main component of this DP is a user-interface computer program called
_DCAL (Gouveia 1991) that will provide factors based on the FIDLER counting
efficiency and angular response measurements (BECAMP-DP-401), when multiplied by
_DLER in situ measurements (BECAMP-DP-402), will give soil radionuclide

concentrations (in picocuries per square centimeter (pCi/cm2)).

The FIDCAL program provides a user interface to a program named FLUX
(Anspaugh et al. 1972 and Anspaugh 1976) that computes the angular response of the

, detector and the flux of photons incident on the detector per unit soil radioactivity.
FIDCAL also incorporates calculations developed by Beck et al. (1964) that relates to the
vertical distribution of radioactivity in soil. The input to FIDCAL includes the data

' from the detector angular response measurements, the vertical distribution of the
radionuclide in soil, mass-attenuation coefficients of soil and air, and soil density• The

data from the detector angular response measurements is obtained from the calibration
of the detector (BECAMP-DP-401) and the remaining inputs are supplied by the
Principal Investigato;. in the monitoring plan. The output from FIDCAL are three
factors;
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No/_, thecountingefficiencyofthedetector,

Nf/N o, theangularresponseofthedetector,and

• /S, thefluxofgamma raysstrikingthedetector.

The threefactorsfrom aboveareused in the followingequationto quantifysoil
radionuclideconcentrations;

A .-G/ (Bi*2.22*t), (1)

where

f

A = concentrationofAm-241insoil(pCi/cm2),

G = gamma fluxpercm2 ofsoil(y/cm2),
Bi= thebranchingintensityofAm-241;thenumber ofgamma photonsper

disintegration(y/d),

2.22= theconversionofdisintegrationsperminuteperpCi (d/rain/pCi),and
t= measurementcountingtime(rnin).

InEquationI
4

G = Nf / X, (2)

where

Nf = the net counts (counts-per-minute) from in situ measurements, and
X = (No/_ * Nf/N o * _/S).

The FIDCAL document (Gouveia 1991) uses Equation 1 to convert values of net
Am-241 counts to the flux of gamma rays emitting from the soil surface, and then to the
concentrations of Am-241 and Pu-239,240 in the soil column. To get the Pu-239,240
activity (P) from the Am-241 activity (A), FIDCAL uses a Pu/Am ratio (R) in

P = A * R. (3)
lh

The Pu/Am ratio in soils is site specific and the ratio will be supplied by the Principal
Investigator in the monitoring plan.

• It is not the intent of this QA Detailed Procedure to describe in detail the content
of FIDCAL or the calculations used to determine radionuclide concentrations from in

situ measurements of soil activity. This information can be found in the papers and
documents referenced in this DP. In addition, this DP does not provide instructions for
the operation of a computer or associated equipment. It is the responsibility of the user
of FIDCAL to be competent in the use and operation of the computer running FIDCAL.
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3. DEFINITIONS
i

b'IDLER- a detector system composed of a Bicron probe Model G5 "FIDLER"
containing a 5-inch by 0,063-inch Nal crystal, and an ESP-2 Smart Portableo

" Surveypulse-ratemeter.

4.RESPONSIBILITIES AND TRAINING

The FIDCAL programistobeusedby personstrainedintheuseoftheprogram
, and proficientin theoperationof a computer. The responsibilityof designating

personneltouseFIDCAL forBECAMP investigationsortrainingpersonsintheuseof
, FIDCAL belongstothePrincipleInvestigatorof BECAMP Task I or thePrinciple

[nvestigator'sdesignate.In the currentstructureof BECAMP (Patton1991),the
PrincipalInvestigatorofTask I isJosephH. ShinnofLawrence LivermoreNational
Laboratory.Any questionsconcerningtheFIDCAL program ordocumentshouldbe
directedtoJosephShinnortheFIDCAL author,FrankGouveiaofLawrenceLivermore
NationalLaboratory.

5.RECORD KEEPING

. The record keeping for the quantification of FIDLER in si:u measurements will
include the input data and the outputs from the FIDCAL program. The input data
sheets and FIDCAL outputs will be submitted as a complete package to the Principal¢

Investigator. Three sets of input data are required for quantifying the soil radionuclide
activity; (1) the FIDLER calibration data, which includes the detector counting
efficiency and angular response measurements, (2) the ttz situ measurements, and
(3) site specific soil parameters. The counting efficiency and angular response data
will be previously recorded on a data collection form as described in BECAMP-DP-401.
The zn situ measurements will be recorded on a field data sheet and electronically

stored in the detector analyzer as described in BECAMP-DP-402. These data sheets will
be passed along to the Principal Investigator and/or the FIDCAL operator as
designated by the Principal Investigator for input to FIDCAL. The site specific
parameters (e.g., soil density, vertical distribution of radionuclides in soil, and soil and
air mass attenuation coefficients) will be supplied by the Principal Investigator in the
monitoring plan for the specific site./,

The outputs from FIDCAL will include factors used in computing soil
t radionuclide concentrations (No/(1), Nf/No, and _/S), the values for the site specific

parameters used in the computations (soil density and mass-attenuation coefficients of
soil and air), and a plot of the angle of source verses detector response. The outputs

, from FIDCAL and the spreadsheet used in quantifying radionuclide activity from
in situ measurements will be added to the input data sheets and submitted to the
Principal Investigator upon completion of the analysis.
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6. PROCEDURE FOR DATA ANALYSIS
i

The main component in il_e analysis of in situ FIDLER measurements is using the
FIDCAL program (Gouveia 1_'91) to provide the factors (No/oh, Nf/No, and _/S) O

necessarytoconvertinsitumeasurementstosoilradionuclideconcentrationsasgiven "
inEquationl:

A ,,G I (Bi*2.22* t).

ForAm-241 at60keV,Bi= 0.363.EquationI thencanbe rewrittenas

A = G * 1.24 / t. (4) '

SubstitutingEquation2inEquation4gives

A = Nf * 1.24 / (X * t). (5)

Itisrecommended thata spreadsheetbe constructed,by hand oron a computer,
thatwillusethenet averageinsitumeasurements(Nf)foreachFIDLER samplesite

(seeBECAN_.'-U'k_-402)and thefactorsfrom FIDCAL. To getPu-239,240activity(P), J

multiplytheAm-241 activity(A)by thePu/Am ratio(R)asinEquation3.

Forexample,constructa spreadsheetusingtherows foreachinsitusamplesite
andcolumnswiththefollowingheadingsand values.

COLUMN HEADING VALUE

I FieldMeasurements Nf (netcpm)

2 X No/_ * Nf/No * _/S
3 Gamma flux G

4 Am-241 activity A (pCi/cm2)
5 Pu-239,240 activity P (pCi/cm2)

Then,
#

Column 3 = Column 1 / Column 2, i.e., G = Nf / X,

Column 4 = Column 3 * 1.24 / t, i.e., A = G * 1.24 / t,
Column 5 = Column 4 * R, i.e., P = A * R.

The spreadsheetwillbe forwardedtothePrincipalInvestigatoraswellasa copy
of the FIDCAL output of the three factors and the FIDCAL plot of the detector angular .
response. Included with the spreadsheet will be the calibration data form (from
BECAMP-DP-401) and field data sheet and notes (from BECAMP-DP-402).
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